This incident is the first in a series of incidents to arise in a plight to defend and propagate Traditional Islam in its purest form. We advise those sincere believers in Allah and followers of the Sunnah of His Messenger to teach their children the importance of staying within the bounds of the Sunnah because if you as parents don't inform or the community will, we also advise those sincere Muslims of the Ahl-Sunnah Wa'l-Jama'ah to obtain from socializing and or aiding the following Targets of Jama'at Islami As-Saalih:

- The so-called Nation of Islam and its idol-worshiping supporters.
- The so-called "American-Muslims" or those who follow Warren D. Washington's transgression against Traditional Islam and the Sunnah (teachings) of the Messenger of Allah (SWT).
- Those so-called Muslims who trash the Four Schools of Islamic law and qualified scholarship in Islam.
- Those so-called Muslims labelled Shi'i, and supporters of the infidel state of Israel.

EXHIBIT 3
Those so-called Muslims who believe it permissible or support the American Army (military) in any way.
These so-called Muslims who are employees of non-Islamic governmental institutions that are blatantly in opposition to the laws and religion of Islam.

Those Jewish and or non-Jewish supporters of an Israeli State.

All who fall under the previously mentioned list with legitimate reasons to fear for their safety, we are NOT Extremist, Radicals or Terrorist. We are only servants of Allah and lovers of the sunnah. Any actions will gladly be corrected with proof from Islamic sources. Any one mentioned on this list that is willing to discuss this list is welcomed but must justify their case from Islamic sources only then will your name be erased. Once again, I advised the Masajid of America to hire or seek qualified Imams to govern over your Islamic centers and restore Islamic Shari'ah to your areas. If by doing this you come into opposition from local law enforcement, then know that it's time for you to migrate. Allahu A'laa' ilal

Imam Ismail As-Salah